
Walk the Plank
PJ Bottoms Class

Find the free pattern here:

https://www.patternsforpirates.com/?s=walk+the+plank+pj

Available in adult and children’s sizes, short, knee length and 
long pants. Sizes up to 3x.

Supplies

Amount of fabric depends on the size. 
Please see the pattern for fabric needs.
You will also need 1.5” elastic to �t your 
waist comfortably. This measurement is 
also estimated on the pattern. 
Sewing machine
Thread to match
Basic sewing tools

This pattern was written for Flannel or woven cotton fabrics. Prior 
to class please cut your Fabric according to the diagram below. You 
will need to cut two mirrored pieces. This is best done if you cut 
your fabric in half lengthwise and line up the two pieces and cut 
both at once. If you have a one way design on your fabric, you will 
need to turn around one side so the are both going in the right 
direction. If you are unsure please email me.

Cutting Layout, lay fabric single 
layer, right sides together. 
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Instructions for Printing a Pattern From Your Computer. PDF patterns can 
be viewed in Adobe Reader. It’s a Free Application

Some Pattern compa-
nies make their 
patterns in Layers

Press the layers tab

Notice that all the 
boxes are unchecked 
except size 10 and the 
All Files boxes. Now 
only the size I’m 
making will print.

1. We need to check that print at actual size is checked
2. Change “print all pages” to only the pages that have the pattern pieces that you want to print. In this case I ended up 
printing pages 11-28. 
3. I printed in grayscale and checked save ink.
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If there is no layers tab, 
then you must print all 
the sizes and cut out the 
size you want to make. 
They will be color coded. 
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